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the appropriate “fixup" will vary from one use of the operation to
the next. To this aim, an invoker must be given enough information about the failure. This differentiates exception handling from
the simple detection of norm violation or like contrary-to-duties
[28], which do not systematically encompass the responsibilities of
raising and dealing with the exception, see [2–4, 8, 9].
Multiagent organizations (MAOs) are widely used for the design and development of distributed, non-centralized, autonomous
systems. Key features of many organizational models (see e.g., [5–
7, 10, 19]), are a functional decomposition of the organizational
goal and a normative system. Norms shape the scope of the responsibilities that agents take when joining the organization, capturing
what they should do to contribute to the achievement of the organizational goal [12, 26, 27]. In particular, they allow to coordinate the
distributed execution notifying agents when something must be
done to discharge their responsibilities as members of the organization. This demonstration shows how exception handling can be
grafted inside the normative system of a MAO and, consequently,
how the normative system can be used to gain robustness in the
execution. Specifically, we introduced exception handling in the
well-known JaCaMo multi-agent platform [6], integrating it both
at a conceptual level, within the high-level abstractions that are
provided by the model of JaCaMo’s organizational component, and
at a software level, by enriching its infrastructure.

ABSTRACT
We present an extension of the organizational model and infrastructure adopted in JaCaMo, that explicitly encompasses the notion
of exception. We propose an exception handling mechanism for
organization management in multi-agent systems. This mechanism
relies on abstractions that are seamlessly integrated with organizational concepts, such as responsibilities, goals and norms.
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INTRODUCTION

A software is robust when it is able to keep an acceptable behavior
in presence of abnormal execution conditions, like unavailability
of system resources, communication failures, invalid or stressful
inputs [13]. One specific mechanism that supports robustness is
exception handling which, roughly speaking, amounts to equipping
the system with the capabilities needed to tackle classes of abnormal
situations, identified at design time. An exception is an “event that
causes suspension of normal program execution” [1]. Therefore,
the purpose of an exception handling mechanism is to provide the
tools to (i) identify when an exception occurs, and (ii) apply suitable
handlers, capable of treating the exception and recover.
The need of exceptions emerges from the desire of structuring
and modularizing software, separating concerns into components
that interact. Following the seminal work of Goodenough on exceptions in programming languages [14–16], exceptions permit the
user of an operation to extend the operation’s domain (the set of
inputs for which effects are defined) or its range (the effects obtained when certain inputs are processed). They allow tailoring an
operation’s results or effects to the purpose in using the operation,
and they also allow generalizing operations, making them usable
in a wider variety of contexts than would otherwise be the case.
Consequently, an exception’s full significance is known only outside
the detecting operation: the operation is not permitted to determine unilaterally what is to be done after an exception is raised.
The invoker controls the response to the exception that is to be
activated. This increases the generality of an operation because
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RESPONSIBILITY IN EXCEPTION
HANDLING

Multi-agent systems bring software structuring, modularization,
and separation of concerns to an extreme. Here, autonomous agents
cooperate and rely on one another to pursue their aims. However,
exceptions handling (besides a few attempts) has never been applied as postulated in the work by Goodenough. What explained
in the first paragraph brings forward two important aspects of exception handling. First, it always involves two parties: a party that
is responsible for raising an exception, and another party that is
responsible for handling it. Second, it captures the need for some
information/account from the former to the latter that allows coping with the exception. Since MAOs, in essence, are built upon
responsibilities, we claim that MAOs are naturally suited to encompass an exception handling mechanism. Indeed, in a MAO, each
agent has only a partial view of the organizational goal, whose
achievement is distributed among the agents. From this perspective, we can interpret an exception as an event which denotes the
impossibility, for some agent, to fulfill one of its responsibilities –
e.g. the failure in the achievement of a goal or a missed deadline. As
a consequence, the distributed achievement of the organizational
goal will be suspended.
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In the context of MAO, we propose to leverage on responsibility
not only to model the duties of the agents in relation to the organizational goal, but also to enable agents to report about exceptions,
occurring within the organization operation, and to identify those
agents entitled for handling them. When agents join an organization, they will be asked to take on the responsibilities not only for
the organizational goals, but also: 1) for providing accounts about
the context where exceptions are detected while pursuing organizational goals, and 2) if appointed, for handling such exceptions
once the needed information is available. Responsibilities, thus,
define the scope of the exceptions, expressed with respect to the
organizational state, that agents ought to raise or treat.

denotes the organizational goal of raising the exception, i.e., it will
make the agent that is responsible for it to provide the information
that is needed for recovery. Catching goal captures the course of
action to handle the exception and remediate. Its aim is to restore
the execution of the scheme after an exception is raised. Throwing goals and catching goals specialize the goal specification and
are incorporated into mission just like standard ones. As a result,
missions become a tool to distribute the responsibilities, not only
concerning the normal execution, but also for the management of
exceptional situations. Policies, in turn, delimit the scope of such
responsibilities, specifying when and how they are to be discharged.
To illustrate, we rely on the building-a-house example, originally introduced in [6]. Here, the organizational goal is to build a
house on a plot in a dynamic environment, where robustness of
the organization coordinating the building of the house is important. Achievement involves the coordination of multiple companies
executing the various subgoals, part of which can be executed in
parallel, while part depends on others. For instance, site preparation must be completed before any other step. Should the agent in
charge of it face a failure in the fulfillment of its responsibility, the
whole house construction could not proceed. We can, then, extend
the functional specification of the organization with the following
recovery strategy, targeting a failure in the achievement of goal
site_prepared:

Related works. Differently than the approach by Platon et al. [22–
25], where exception handling is seen as a tool that the individual
agent can activate internally, to preserve control on itself despite the
occurrence of exceptions, the proposal leverages on the distributed
nature of exception handling, typical of programming languages
and of the actor model [17], and suited to distributed systems made
of cooperative parties, like MAO. In [11, 20, 21], an approach is
proposed, that is based on a shared exception handling service. The
service provides sentinels, that are equipped with handlers (inspired
by research on management), to be plugged into existing agent
systems. The service actively looks for exceptions in the system and
prescribes specific interventions from a body of general procedures.
Sentinels communicate with agents using a predefined language for
querying about exceptions and for describing exception resolution
actions. Agents, for their part, are required to implement a minimal
set of interfaces to report on their own behavior and modify their
actions according to the prescriptions given by the sentinels. As a
difference, our proposal seamlessly integrates exception handling
into the agents themselves, without centralizing it. In this way, it
accommodates Goodenough’s recommendation that appropriate
“fixup" will vary from one use of the operation to the next.
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1 < recovery - strategy id =" rs1 " >
2
< notification - policy id =" np1 " >
3
< condition type =" goal - failure " >
4
< condition - argument id =" target " value =" site_prepared " / >
5
</ condition >
6
< exception - type id =" site_preparation_exception " >
7
< exception - argument id =" errorCode " arity ="1" / >
8
</ exception - type >
9
< goal id =" notify_site_preparation_problem " / >
10
</ notification - policy >
11
< handling - policy id =" hp1 " >
12
< condition type =" always " / >
13
< goal id =" handle_site_problem " >
14
< plan operator =" parallel " >
15
< goal id =" inspect_site " / >
16
< goal id =" notify_affected_companies " / >
17
</ plan >
18
</ goal >
19
</ handling - policy >
20 </ recovery - strategy >

EXTENDING JACAMO

JaCaMo [6] is a conceptual model and programming platform that
integrates agents, environments and organizations. Moise [18, 19]
implements the organizational programming model. It comprises
a structural dimension, a functional dimension, including a set of
schemes that captures how the organizational goals are decomposed
into subgoals, grouped into missions, and a normative dimension
binding the other two. Agents, in fact, are held to explicitly commit
to missions, i.e., taking responsibility for mission goals.
We propose to enrich the schemes and missions of the functional
specification of a organization with the following new concepts1 .
Recovery Strategy encodes when and how a given exception is to
be raised and handled within the organization. It includes a notification policy and one or more handling policies. Notification Policy
specifies when the exception must be raised. It includes a throwing goal, enabled when such circumstances hold and an exception
type encoding the kind of information to be produced. Handling
Policy specifies a way in which the exception must be handled,
once the needed information is available. It includes a catching goal
and specifies when such goal is to be enabled. Throwing Goal

Notification policy np1 specifies that, should a goal failure concerning site_prepared occur (see the condition at Lines 3-5),
the throwing goal notify_site_preparation_problem is to be
enabled. Its purpose is to make the agent responsible for it provide the information needed for recovery. To this end, an exception type site_preparation_exception (Lines 6-8) specifying an
errorCode is defined. Handling policy hp1, in turn, expresses what
needs to be done to solve the site preparation exception, once it has
been raised and the error code provided. In this case, the catching
goal is a complex one (Lines 13-18): the site should be inspected
and, at the same time, the other companies involved in the house
construction notified. It’s worth noting that agents in charge of
these goal will likely leverage the information provided beforehand
to achieve them. Site inspection, e.g., will be performed in different ways in case the error code denotes a flooding rather than the
finding of archaeological remains. Corrective actions undertaken
by the agents will be different, as well.

1 The

full code of Moise extended with exception handling, together with some examples, is available at http://di.unito.it/moiseexceptions.
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